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After Chernobyl the traditional preparations lost at least 50% of their effectiveness. 
Something was broken. Then Enzo made a homeopathic preparation and radioactivity 
fell by 40% so his life changed. Then it became a question of not just growing crops 
but now of healing the earth. Enzo had thousands of ideas – he began working with 
biodynamics in 1977. In Italy at that time there were only 80 exponents . He met one 
and it was 3 years until he met the next one. So you were basically alone – you can 
cry or get on with it. 
 
He had just one book – the agriculture course and he didn’t get it at all. So he read it 
again and again – now over 200 times and now many other Anthroposophical books. 
 
In the first lecture RS gives this picture in 2 aspects: 

 
In the second lecture, in addition to the acid cosmic and the basic earthly he adds the 
amphoteric clay – the buffer. This shows three aspects. 
 
The third lecture goes fourfold. 
 
 

 



4th and 5th lecture – the biodynamic preparations 
5th onwards – trees, animals, and farm organism. 
 
We need the grounding of the previous lectures to get the idea of the ‘farm organism’. 
 
The architecture of an RS course is also a message. So why this progression? If we 
get this we get a profound message. 
 
 
Indian – Persian  - Egypto-Chaldean - Greco Roman – Now – Slavic - American 
 
Persian – Zarathustra domesticates the plants and brings agriculture to his highest 
pupils. Of all those who excelled in his school of medicine, music, architecture etc, 
the best disciples were taught agriculture. It is the highest art for the highest initiates. 
His world is a polarity of Ahura Mazdao and Ahriman. We must be careful not to 
consider Z’s scheme as an opposition. Cosmic is not what stays on top and earthly is 
not what stays below. If RS were here he’d say Enzo is an Englishman. RS calls us 
what we are coming to – not our origin but our direction. It is an evolutionary vision. 
So earthly forces are forces going to the earth and cosmic are those that go towards 
the sky. This key opens up the Agriculture course in Lectures I and II. We must see 
them as a two fold unity. 
 
With the Egyptians we bring this polarity to a threefoldness. Hermes (Mercury) 
Tresmegistos (Thrice majestic). With this central part of the lemniscus we have a 
therapeutic point. To domesticate plants we have to think like Zarathustra. But to heal 
a field we have to think like a Greek. 
 
So lecture 3: what’s protein got to do with farming? Then cosmic and earthly 
nutrition? He is telling us that plants can get nourishment from the sky. Darwin says 
life is a fight and only the strongest survive. So – on a poor soil the first plants are 
spiny and thorny. Darwin says these plants are thorny so they won’t be eaten. Pioneer 
plants. 
 
From our point of view these are what enable them to take nourishment. Saint Theresa 
of Neuman lived three years and got the stigmata. He only food was the sacrament. 
She lived off the food of saints – the cosmic forces. 
 
The RS talks of the philosophers stone. What’s this to do with farming? Transforms 
carbon to light. From our light origin we have arrived at carbon chemistry and we 
must become as transparent as diamonds again. Adam means made of Diamond. This 
is here in the course because from Golgotha onwards we have the capability to 
become diamonds again – to become light. The 4th lecture is a Christian version of 
lecture 1. The 5th lecture is the Christian evolution of lecture 2 – a new kind of 
therapy. 
 
RS never said that the preparations should be just in the compost heap. But via the 
compost heap we can get a general hygiene. But with a specific problem we can 
potentised them singly and spread them. With this heresy Enzo was thrown out of 
Demeter where once he was the president. 
 



So why protein. Behind each element there are constellations. The preparations also 
have constellations. It took Enzo 5 years study to get this. It’s in the 5th lecture. 
 

 
 
 
Yarrow – rich in K and S 
Chamomile – Ca 
Nettle – Fe 
 
RS’s presentation is illogical/irrational – ie Anthroposophically incorrect. Why this 
spiritual materialism? 
 
RS, in 1924, after the Christmas conference when he was open to all the cosmos – 
when at Whitsun - his special time – and he’s talking of material!! …. Or is he talking 
of something higher. Each constellation has an ambassador on Earth. He took us to 
planets and then to the Zodiac. He gives a relation of zodiac and preparations. In 
teams or singularly it’s a beautiful study. 
 

 



In the Nature of Substance there is the inner spiral with all the elements within it. Eg 
if there is hard water – Ca CO3 in excess it is not good news for irrigation. We have 
this scheme and also the medical course where RS says ‘Homeopathy is the new form 
of alchemy.’ So we take some of the limescale or precipitate of this water and 
potentised it to the surrounding Materia Prima in a particular way. Then we 
potentised it in another particular way to bring it around to Taurus, and then use an 
incarnating potentisation and that which was CaCO3 is now nitrogen – a fertilising 
irrigant. You can take it where you want. 
 
Is this witchcraft? There are three kinds of magic which can often be seen in paintings 
in this symbol 
 

 
 
White magic is if you do the fathers will. Black magic is to do your own will. Grey 
magic – like Sai Baba. When you are doing the will of the father for everyone else 
then this is Christian. 
 
So how can we do this white or even Christian ‘magic’? The potentisation is not 
Hanemannian potentisation for humans. Even Weleda’s is for people. But plants and 
soils are ‘lower’ forms of life. One has to invent a new form of homeopathy. There 
are 7 types. Hahnemann’s is the second. RS’ the third. 
 
Now 83 years after the ‘grundlage’ – after GM, ozone depletion, radiation – we have 
to decide for more floors on those foundations or not. Just 2 x per year 500 and 501 or 
more?  
 
Enzo thinks it is time to raise up this building. In the first medical course he talked to 
homeopaths in a way which was suitable to them. The second was so different. Why? 
Because a year had gone by. 650 farms use this new method and it works. 
 
¿Lili Kolisko? Use homeopathic calcium against lime reduction. This was done under 
RS’ guidance. Remer also potentises the preparations but keeps this secret as he 
would be chucked from the top of the BD pile. 
 
Protei – 4 elements. 2 is the mother forces, 3 is the processes, 4 is manifestation eg 
root leaves flower and fruit. In the three is the clay preparation. This means to give us 
the centre of the therapeutic process. Erbe and Enzo. 
 
If you have a problem – eg aphids due to poor sap think in the three fold way. 
 



 
 
If EM fields and blinded capillary root, these sense organs don’t know how to act and 
where to go – use clay II. Clay I sorts out the sap for eg. 
 
Enzo has used the clay preparation for 15 years. Danger of light is that one loses 
oneself in it – Lucifer. The balance between the light and dark is the I – ICH –Iesus 
CHristus. 
 
RS didn’t give us the clay preparation himself. Each must find it four own way so not 
presented to us so easily. When RS worked with the doctors he never touched anyone. 
We have to all work through science so we remain free. Healing is our freedom. Our 
own self changes to bring healing. 
 
In the east Yin becomes yan – the tao. In the tao balance was of the essence. Yin is 
earthly and yang is cosmic. Yin and Yang are nouns. Equilibrio is an adjective. There 
is no noun for the centre in old China since it was before Christ. Now we have a noun 
– one brought by Jesus and another brought by Christ. 
 

Jesus         -  Christ 
 

Man     God 
 

Son of man    Son of God 
 
 
 

Jesus 
 

Humans 
 

Our best therapy using substance brings us up to Jesus – Holy communion. Bread and 
Wine and preps etc. Chris came to us – no substances – meditation, faith and prayer. 
 
But surely ‘faith’ means swallowing someone else’s dogma – so that’s wrong. RS 
gave a better definition: ‘Faith is the force with which the ‘I‘ goes beyond itself’. 
 



 
Bios is the daughter of Zoe. Zoe is called ‘Eternal Life’ in the gospels. Life was the 
light of Man. Always Zoe in the Gospel of John. Aka cosmic ether or akasha. 

 
Farming is – should be – the art of connecting Zoe to Bios and there are 7 ways to do 
this. 
 

 



Today we can only mention 1 – the most difficult of them and this is the farm 
Organism. 6th and 7th lectures. Zoe is throughout the cosmos. A circle which embraces 
everything. The Greeks called this the circle of Zoe or Zodiac. 
 
Each species is governed by its group souls. Eg cereals have Leo + Sun + Venus. The 
group soul doesn’t recognise hybrids so the group soul retreats and plants deteriorate. 
The group soul retreats to the zodiac. Planetary agriculture makes no more sense. We 
have to look to the zodiac. 
 
In 1970-71 the cereals were mainly irradiated with γ radiation, and a sort of genetic 
modification occurred then. All cereals are GM. Now we are into the second 
generation of GM. To bring GM seed and bring it back to its origins is a big job and it 
is Manichean – evil into good. 
 
Because of Gm the group souls retreated even further beyond the zodiac to the galaxy 
and Milky way. The Milky way is made up of 12 constellations!! See RS Astronomy 
course and study the relationship of the Milky way and the zodiac. The Milky way 
constellations have generated the zodiacal constellations. Did RS know this? – yes! In 
the agriculture course there is information about connecting to the milky way. 
 
¿What are group souls? Elemental beings are retreating from Europe and all have to 
be renewed. The plants are left to themselves. Root being has the group souls, connect 
to the roots and forms the plants etheric body. Ether body is the combined work of 
elementals. As they retreat the body becomes labile. Now we have to take the 5th ether 
and make it anew into the other four – like sulphur into the protein. 
 
The 5th ether is renewed as the 4 ethers. RS called this the moral ether and it is 
produced by man when we think feel and act morally – right, good, beautiful and true. 
 
¿Why did the elementals disappear? Materialism, pollution, chemical farms, radiation 
etc. 
 
What can attract Zoe to earth? Lecture 6 – trees! We can divide trees into three 
categories. 

• Those that attract Zoe and give it to others – wind pollinated 
• Those that attract Zoe and keep it – insect pollinated 
• Those that cannot attract Zoe – later 

 
To bring Zoe in you need trees that have intense flowering that you can see from a 
distance. Peach, cherry. Blooms appear before the leaves! Apricot, plum. Each type of 
tree brings a different aspect of Zoe. Each tree brings specific Zoe qualities. We want 
the rosaceae. Best are the stone and pip fruit. These are solar types. The Sun talks to 
other stars. 
 
Cherrys come in pairs 
Pear and apple have a brown stalk. All fuit trees have brown stalks except the cherry. 
It has moon forces (signature is the division into two – bifurcation etc) which brings 
more light. So Cherry stalks can make a tea – it is diuretic – water – Moon. To favour 
this dialogue we need insects.  
 



Zoe is also free astrality. Insects bring this. An orchard without insects is dead. You 
need a balance of insects for a healthy orchard. These donate Zoe to other trees – the 
conifers. They are the king of the second types of trees. Ones with hidden blossoming 
ie from a distance you can’t see if its in flower or not. 
 
Colour and smell – astrality. The relationship between 1 and 2 needs a partner – bees. 
We know bees pollinate fruit trees but this is just a physical aspect. On a fruit tree she 
brings Zoe to the woods. We also need to study the species in a wood – eg oaks, lime, 
etc. 
 
Each tree incarnates a quality of Zoe. So fruit trees are the astrality but woods are the 
unconscious ‘I’ of a farm. The I has four aspects: one is the thinking ‘I’. But the I also 
organises the movement of the blood, tells the gall when to work, it tells the lungs and 
heart to work, it divides cells etc. It organises everything. When it doesn’t work we 
get ill. The forests organise a whole property. 
 
Annual plants which cannot get Zoe directly (unlike thorny plants) get this from the 
forests. If such farm organs are too far apart it is a problem. 
 

 
This why RS talked of the Farm organism at the end of the course! 
 
Eg cereals – those with long awns (‘Ariste’ in Greek) are the best as they get this 
cosmic nutrition like durum wheat. Here use preps in a different way than the 
beardless ones. 
 
Moon plants need Moon birds – eg ducks – water. 
 
Plants fall onto the soil and become organic matter and mix with clay by earth worms 
and thus the fertility builds and the etheric rises. RS tells us that beneath a fruit tree 
there is less ethericity. In the crown, richer in astrality. So by using the leaves we 
strengthen the ethericity completing the life cycle. 
 
Fruit tree – what kind of compost do we use? Plant origin! Animal goes to the fields. 



 
Ponds help process of decomposition of organic matter. If it doesn’t work well the 
process is helped by the ant. Remer is Austria (son of Hamburg Remer) is an ant 
farmer – over 100 varieties of ants. His father is at Balkhof near the sea when the soil 
is very sandy and clover cannot grow since it needs Ca. But his dad can grow clover. 
He gets ant colonies and puts them in specific spots. The ant releases formic acid and 
this keeps the earth together. Sand with the ants brings the forces of cohesion so 
clover may grow. 
 
Thinking in this way without prejudice and dogma we can find solutions. 
 
This is the theory of the farm organism. 
 
This afternoon we will look at the docks and we will find the solutions. It is very 
difficult since we would need to have digested this morning. It must be an incomplete 
solution with details since little exposure but we can make a start on the most 
important problems. We can even come down to percentages of the various corps and 
organise it! This is usually a three day course. 
 
 
In the afternoon we walked the fields and looked at some problems. Enzo suggested 
we listen to the bird song and he compared one to a stone being skipped on water.  
This is what the bird was telling us – an excess of Moon forces. He gave us a rule of 
thumb – the most prominent weed is an indication of what is in excess in the field and 
then there will be others less obvious which are trying to bring in what is lacking. The 
buttercups in the field were the former. We also have to look to the plants which are 
not sown – the volunteer weeds and those around the edge of the fields – to get a real 
idea of what the field needs. The thistles which were around the edge and the nettles 
were used for this diagnosis. Single hedges were seen as a bit of a problem around the 
paths which should be double. I just forget why! He was clear that we must follow 
Steiner’s path of finding matching perceptions and conceptions and this is not simple. 
We are all indoctrinated and blinded and both handicaps need to be improved. The 
moors around the valley left little pathway for Zoe to enter the oasis. This required 
planting of oaks in the right side of the valley. A lot of attention was given to the trees 
and where they were placed. A lot of preparation work with grape juice was thought 
desirable. One can spread the preparations every week if we can! Docks are bringing 
light into the soil with their tap root and we should bring light in another way to 
relieve the fields of docks. Blockages of flow of Bios needed more consideration of  
the hedges. I made no notes and this is from memory so sorry about that. 
 
 
Afternoon after tea. 
There can be fairly specific proportions of what is in the farm organism. The farm 
organism is made of many organs. The totality of the organs allow a higher level – 
consciousness to come about. Consciousness is dimmed  if any organs are not 
working well. In this way we can get a fresh understanding of the madness of 
monoculture. 
 
You need all the organs. Principle organs and law of proportions. These are 
theoretical and depend on the situation and other variables. However …… 



1 – Orchard – fundamental as it brings Zoe down. Few are here (in Botton). It is 
basically  missing. Suggested proportion is 25%. More fruit trees if a drought – up to 
30%. The less there is BIOS the more ZOE must be brought down Read what RS says 
about trees in the two lectures eg whitethorn OK. 
 
2 – forest – 7% (not much variation). 
 
3 – Hedges – 10 – 13%! Wood and honey. Whitethorn ass hedge. Functions as a skin 
for both organs and whole organism. Therefore, half of trees as trees or shrubs!!! 
Usually people hate this as they say – ‘you have stolen my fields’. All this supports 
life in the fields. 
 
4 – ponds – radiate which sustain fungi and bacteria in the soil. Digests soil organic 
matter. Not needed in high rain fall areas – eg 900-1000 mm in Botton area. 
 
Bios has a precise direction. Farmers know this instinctively. It is from South to 
North. This favours the flow of Bios. Even better attract BIOS with a southern border 
of appropriate trees. 
 

 
The South border is 1 part forest trees, 3 part orchard trees. Bios needs to be boosted 
every so often – eg every 30m! 
 
Hills can deflect the bios wind leaving a BIOS shadow. In the past they dug circular 
holes to attract the astrality eg Tuscany. Planes are sluggish with bios. Hills are ore 
vital.  
 
Tractor logic design is not life’s logic of design. Then one gets into pesticides etc. 



¿ Hedge species? Depends on the situation 
 
¿Single or double hedges? 2 elements stop life eg anti-kangaroos like roads where life 
cannot cross easily. Asphalt worse, stone not so bad. Straight roads are worst. Curves 
keep bios moving. Roads ending in a circle or roundabout with a fountain eg 
Versailles. 
 
Hedges either side of the road make a double hedge and life can pass over. 
 
Bronze age man had surgical instruments made of bone in his tomb. Why bones for 
surgery? Because of meridians. SS knife and sow it up and the etheric forces don’t 
flow again but OK with a bone knife. Each time I cut a field with iron the etheric 
forces don’t flow anymore. Just superficial ploughing is possible. 
 
Podolinski stirs preps in a Cu vessels. Each continent brings one planetary force. 
Australia is a Venus continent. There we can stir in Cu. In Europe we need Gold or 
ash wood. 
 
The earth didn’t use to have a sea – only when Mars hit and all was soft like a wet 
ball. Water came from Mars – the old Moon! Mars hit the earth at Australia (Old 
Lemuria) and part comes to being India and is pushed up to the Himalayas. Scorpio 
dominated the sky then. Scorpio (S) Mars (E) and Australia (A) is the Sea. The 
English language takes in the zodiac whereas the Italian Mare only takes in the 
planets…… 


